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Outline

• General information on the Center for Adaptive Optics

• CfAO Education and Human Resources (EHR)

• NSF Broader Impacts Criterion
– Discussion of reading assignment
– Morris Aizenman

• Expanding activities for you, and CfAO in general

• Overview of workshop



Without AO

Images of single cells in the living human retina

With AO

VISION
SCIENCE

ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY

ASTRONOMY• NSF Science and Technology Center. 1
of 5 funded in 1999, at $4million/yr 5
five years +  5 yrs if renewed.

• Headquarters at UC Santa Cruz
– Director: Jerry Nelson

• 11 university nodes
– Over 40 partner institutions

(research, education, gov., industry)

• Integrates education and research and
development in three science and
technology areas.

• Industrial Advisory Board

• Laboratory for Adaptive Optics (2003)

Center for Adaptive Optics



CfAO Members

Members:
– UCSC (Center Headquarters)
– UCB, UCI, UCLA, UCSD
– California Institute of Technology
– University of Chicago
– University of Rochester
– University of Houston
– Indiana University
– Montana State
– Lawrence Livermore National

Laboratory
– W.M. Keck Observatory

New in Year 4/5: Exploratorium, Maui Community
College, Maui Economic Development Board

Many Affiliates, Industry, Government

Industrial Advisory Board (IAB)



CfAO’s Themes

• Theme 1 - Education and Human Resources
– broaden access to STEM through involvement of members
– increase the versatility of the next generation of

scientists/engineers

• Theme 2 - AO for Extremely Large Telescopes
– Complete AO system design for the next generation of large

telescopes (30-100 meters in diameter).
• Key technologies: Laser guide stars, Multi-conjugate AO

• Theme 3 - Extreme Adaptive Optics
– Advanced AO systems optimized for ultra-high contrast

astronomical imaging of extra-solar planets and planetary systems.
• Key technologies: Coronographs, Wavefront Sensors

• Theme 4 - Compact Vision Science Instrumentation
– Develop compact AO imaging instruments for mainstream clinical

and scientific use.
• Key technologies: MEMS Deformable Mirrors
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CfAO Projects & Funding

• CfAO has an internal funding system for all projects
(research and education)

• Theme leaders work closely with project leaders

• Funding year is Nov - Oct

• Spring Retreat (Feb - Mar) begins process

• Proposals due May for following year

• EHR budget is 15%, ~ 500K/year



Outline

• General information on the Center for Adaptive Optics

• CfAO Education and Human Resources (EHR)

• NSF Broader Impacts Criterion:
– Discussion of reading assignment
– Morris Aizenman

• Expanding activities: What can the CfAO do for you?

• Overview of workshop



Why so much effort dedicated
to Education and Human Resources?

Why “Human Resources”?



Underrepresentation in science and
engineering

• Ratio:  Sci & Eng Bachelor’s degree awarded
                      Population of 25 - 29 year olds

• Ratio for U.S. white population = ~1.1%

• Ratio for underrepresented minority population = ~0.5%

“Striving towards Equity”:
www.ucar.edu/soars/Presentation2003/Presentation2003.htm

Underrepresented minorities: African Americans, Native Americans,
Hispanic Americans, U.S. Pacific Islanders

Estimated to be 40% of
population by 2030



More “leaks in the pipeline”

What is the percentage of PhD’s earned, relative to bachelor’s
degrees earned (sci & eng)?

• ~6% of U.S. white students

• ~3% of underrepresented minority students

What if we increased sci & eng PhD’s earned by
underrepresented minority students by 100 each year (3.8%
increase). How long would it take to reach parity?

“Striving towards Equity”:
www.ucar.edu/soars/Presentation2003/Presentation2003.htm



First year physics graduate students at
U.S. institutions

American Institute of Physics, 2002



“Talking About Leaving”

• To gain an understanding of why there are higher attrition
rates among STEM majors, authors interviewed hundreds
of students who left STEM majors. Top 4 reasons:
– Lost interest in subject/thought other majors held more

interest
– Faculty attitudes/poor faculty teaching
– Felt they would get a better education in other majors
– Workload/pace too much

Seymour, E., & Hewitt, N.M. (1997). Talking about leaving: Why
undergraduates leave the sciences. Boulder, CO: Westview Press.



Essential Elements
for CfAO EHR Projects

• Use the “center mechanism” (scope, scale, change, duration, high
risk, resources, leverage)

• Involve all CfAO scientists and engineers in CfAO education
(required time commitment by all)

• Increase participation of underrepresented groups

• Train US students for broad set of career paths

• Focus on projects that bridge educational research and practice

• Leading in a way that supports and utilizes existing efforts
(partnering, but not piggybacking)

• Authentic partnerships

 Integrating research and education



PostdocGrad school
Undergraduate

CC 4 year

High
schoolElementary Middle

school

 General Public - Relevant Communities

CfAO Education & Human Resources

*STEM=Science, Technology,
Engineering & Math

Increase versatility
for broad career

paths
ACCESS TO STEM

Increasing access to underrepresented
groups: African Americans, Native
Americans, Hispanic Americans, US
Pacific Islanders, women, persons with
disabilities

Core Programs that
increase access to STEM

Dual purpose: enhance CfAO EHR &
enhance career development



Core Programs

• Programs that are based in established models with high
success rates

• Provide a controlled environment to try research-based
teaching strategies (inquiry, etc.)

• Provide the foundation and structure for a concerted effort
by CfAO membership

1. Stars, Sight and Science - high school

2. Science, Engineering, and Technology
Training (SETT) Program - college

3. Targeted recruiting - all levels



“Stars, Sight and Science”
CfAO/COSMOS Collaboration

Four-week residential 
program for high 
school students

Serves underrepresented 
minorities

Two courses developed
and taught by CfAO:

- Astronomy
- Vision Science

Strategies:
- inquiry
- projects



Science, Engineering and Technology
Training (SETT)

• Internships (Mainland): 14 in 2003
– Academic research experience
– Preparation: “Orientation”

• Internships (Hawaii): 12 in 2003
– Industry research experience
– Preparation: “Short Course”

• Traineeships
– 2 Native Hawaiian/yr at LLNL in

collaboration with ALU LIKE

• Saturday Open Labs (in development)
to recruit students



Diversity:
Recruitment points into CfAO activities

Postdoc
Grad school

UndergraduateHigh school PI

Entry

INDIVIDUAL EFFORTS BY CFAO MEMBERS

Faculty
Fellowship

New Summer School Session proposed for 2004:

- Goal: get underrepresented prospective graduate
students interested in CfAO

- Provide scholarships for ~12 to attend a
concurrent (1-3 days?) session

Summer School
ConferencesSETT

 Hawaii Partners

PD Workshop
Conferences
Fellowship

Stars, Sight
and Science

CfAO  PI



EHR (Theme 1)
Organization

• Theme Leader/Associate Director: Lisa Hunter
• Education Coordinator: Malika Moutawakkil
• Program Assistant: Hilary O’Bryan
• Project Leaders/PI’s funded through CfAO:

– Lisa Hunter
– Claire Max
– Doris Ash
– Proposing for Year 5: Barry Kluger-Bell

• CfAO EHR Fellows (in development)
– Early career CfAO members with significant training,

experience, and involvement in CfAO EHR
• EHR Team members: Many!
• Evaluation: Julie Shattuck



CfAO EHR Partners & Collaborators

• Exploratorium, Institute for Inquiry

• Maui Community College

• Maui Economic Development Board

• US Air Force

• ALU LIKE

• UCSC Educational Partnership
Center (EPC)/COSMOS

• UCSC Education Department

• Center for Informal Learning and
Schools (CILS)



Outline

• General information on the Center for Adaptive Optics

• CfAO Education and Human Resources (EHR)

• NSF Broader Impacts Criterion
– Discussion of reading assignment
– Morris Aizenman

• Expanding activities: What can the CfAO do for you?

• Overview of workshop



NSF Perspective

Morris Aizenman
Senior Scientist

CfAO Technical Coordinator

National Science Foundation



Discussion of Reading Assignment #1



NSF Broader Impacts Criterion

Important Notice No. 127:

Effective 10/1/02, NSF will return WITHOUT REVIEW
all proposals that do not address the broader
impacts criterion (and the intellectual merit
criterion) SEPARATELY, in project summary.



Writing and small group discussion #1

• Imagine that you are writing a research proposal. You are
interested in incorporating a teaching component into your
project. Here is a “representative activity” provided by NSF:

“Develop, adopt, adapt or disseminate effective models
and pedagogic approaches to STEM teaching.”

• What resources (people, experiences, examples, research
literature) do you have that would help you write the
proposal and do the work?

• What additional resources do you need?



Writing and small group discussion

• Another representative activity from the NSF:
 “Identify and establish research and education

collaborations between disciplines and institutions,
among the U.S. academic institutions, industry and
government and with international partners”

“Establish research and education collaborations with
students and/or faculty who are members of
underrepresented groups”

• What are your examples of collaborations?

• Have you seen things that worked, or didn’t work, in
establishing these kinds of collaborations?



Outline

• General information on the Center for Adaptive Optics

• CfAO Education and Human Resources (EHR)

• NSF Broader Impacts Criterion
– Morris Aizenman
– Discussion of reading assignment

• Expanding CfAO activities: What can the CfAO do for you?

• Overview of workshop



CfAO Education & Human Resources

PostdocGrad school
Undergraduate

CC 4 year

High
schoolElementary Middle

school

*STEM=Science, Technology,
Engineering & Math

Core Programs that
increase access to STEM

!!!! Versatility for
broad career paths

ACCESS TO STEM

 General Public - Relevant Communities

Dual purpose: enhance CfAO EHR &
develop skills to advance careers



National recommendations for improving
graduate education

• Adequate mentoring (broad careers, multiple mentors,
mentor training, community, etc.)

• Exposure to wide variety of career options

• Better teaching preparation for variety of settings, and
using research-based pedagogical tools

• More connected to needs of society and global economy

• Balance between disciplinary depth and interdisciplinary
challenges

Great resource: “Re-envisioning the Ph.D.”

http://www.grad.washington.edu/envision/index.html



CfAO Graduate Students/Postdocs

• Work with a CfAO Project Leader

• Spend > 160 hours per year on CfAO work

• Encouraged to attend retreats, workshops, Summer School
(travel paid by CfAO)

• Expected to contribute time to CfAO EHR (like all members)

• Currently there are approximately 30 graduate students and
20 postdocs



Becoming part of the CfAO community

• Fall Retreat (~Oct) progress of CfAO projects and future
plans

• Spring Retreat (~Feb) proposal planning retreat

• Professional Development Workshop held in Hawaii (May)

• CfAO Adaptive Optics Summer School. Even years at
introductory level; odd at advanced. (August)

• Workshops. CfAO hosts workshops for themes or topics.

• Facilitated involvement in EHR. All members expected to
contribute their time. Infrastructure is in place.



More Opportunities

• Mini-Grants: Funding for graduate students and postdocs
to visit other CfAO sites. Apply anytime!

• Education 286: Research and Practice in Teaching and
Learning Science. PI/Instructor: Doris Ash. An education
course for science and engineering graduate students
offered at UCSC each Spring Quarter.



What can the CfAO do for you?

• Lots of ideas for new activities over the last few years:
– Career exploration (traditional and non-traditional)
– Applying for academic positions (& range of positions)
– Getting tenure: early years
– Non-academic career skills
– Proposal writing
– More education training
– More interactive teaching in Summer School
– Mentoring beyond advisor
– More training in adaptive optics technology
– Monthly videoconference



Expanding activities:
Taking the next step

• Day 2 (Wed):
– List of ideas for you to think about/talk about
– Tell us what is important, and add new things

• Day 2 (Wed) evening “What can the CfAO do for you?”:
– Brainstorm new ideas, identify priorities
– Concurrent sessions at Summer School? New event?

• Day 5 (Sa) Summarize plans



Outline

• General information on the Center for Adaptive Optics

• CfAO Education and Human Resources (EHR)

• NSF Broader Impacts Criterion
– Discussion of reading assignment
– Morris Aizenman

• Expanding activities for you, and CfAO in general

• Outline of workshop



Professional Development Workshop for CfAO
graduate students, postdocs, and educators

Inquiry

Instructional
Design for CfAO

Collaboration & Community

Broadening the Impact of your Research:

Teaching, Communicating, Partnership
Building

2001: Kona
2002: Maui
2003: Maui



Overview of Workshop

• DAY 2 (Wednesday, 5/14)
– Hands-on activities: Matching

activity to purpose

– Reading discussion #2: “Seven
Principles of Learning”

– Inquiry: Explore optics
phenomena as a learner

– What can the CfAO do for you?
(continues thru workshop)



Overview of workshop

• DAY 3 (Thursday, 5/15)
– Briefing for community session
– NOTE: “Inside the Black Box”

reading discussion cancelled
– Community session in Wailea (all

day, bus transportation)
• Facilitated introductions
• Poster session (get a 2 minute

poster summary ready)

• DAY 4 (Friday, 5/16)
– Inquiry investigations
– Sub-group to Haleakala and

dinner at Kula Lodge.



Overview of workshop

• DAY 5 (Saturday, 5/17)
– Inquiry design

• Reading discussion
#3, “What is
Backward Design?”

• Panel presentation
by past workshop
participants

• Design teams work
on designing their
own inquiries Interests and existing projects

will be posted tomorrow morning



Workshop has evolved
to have many layers

• Participants include 1st, 2nd, and 3rd years

• CfAO EHR Fellows: involved in facilitating,
shadowing, more in-depth skills

• Structure of workshop has changed - some
sessions specific to CfAO EHR Fellows

• Workshop team is interested in how this
workshop impacts you - research is
ongoing. Lots of video and audio taping.
Interviews.

• Evaluation is also ongoing - Julie Shattuck
is observing, interviewing, conducting
surveys.



What should you get out of this
workshop?

• Exposure to educational research and how it can be applied
to your teaching

• Experience learning through inquiry
• An understanding of inquiry as a teaching approach and

the elements of inquiry
• A preliminary design of an inquiry experience to be

incorporated into a CfAO EHR project
• Strategies for developing collaborations and partnerships
• A deeper involvement in the CfAO
• A connection to the science education community

Skills, knowledge, and the community to
“broaden the impact of your research”


